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ABSTRACT

One of the most critical limiting effects of DT-IRS
self-field MPD-Thrusters is the so-called 'Onset- Thli h 6 u m - - - - -

Phenomena', a plasma instability which causes a
severe degradation of the thruster performance as - E
soon as a critical current is exceeded for a given pro- Gas-te
pellant mass flow rate. In this paper a qualitative
and quantitative explanation of this onset pheno- c
menon is presented. It is based on a run-away Joule - --- ----- - -- - - - -

heating process caused by the self-magnetic field of
a current carrying plasma channel which drastically
decreases the radial conduction heat loss. The con- h

sequence is a contraction of the discharge cross sec-- -
tion which leads to an unstable plasma behaviour. w*at ctied heuira segrnls

INTRODUCTION

For future interplanetary space missions plasma Fig. 1: Configuration of the nozzle type
propulsion systems have more advantages over che- MPD-thruster series
mical propulsion systems, due to their higher speci-
fic impulse rates. They are also more advantageous
compared to ion thrusters due to their less com- fects which have to be better understood and anali-
plex design features and higher thrust to area ra- zed in order to improve performance and reliability
tios. Therefore with the advent of onboard nuclear of these plasma thrusters.
power plants of several 100kW even MPD-thrusters
of up to the MW-range could offer substantial cost One of the most crucial limiting effects of the
reduction or payload increase in space transporta- self-magnetic MPD-thrusters turns out to be the
tion. so called 'Onset Phenomenon' 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, a plasma

SR ( o instability which causes a severe degradation of
At the Institut fiir Raumfahrtsysteme (IRS) of the thruster performance at high power levels. As

the University of Stuttgart several MPD-thrusters shown in Fig.2 the voltage versus current curve ri-
have been investigated during the last years, among ses steeply and therefore the thrust efficiency decre-
these a series of nozzle type MPD-thrusters (Fig.l) ases. Also the specific impulse is limited to 1200s
differing in throat diameter. These MPD-thrusters as shown in Fig.3.
are currently tested at various mass flow rates and
electric currents up to a power range of several hun- Several different explanations 7. .9. 10. 11, 12
dred kilowatt in the steady state mode 1 have been put foreward so far and for most of them

their analytical results agree quite well with experi-
These investigations uncovered some funda- mental observations. In this paper a new explana-

mental processes and problem areas like non equi- tion of the 'Onset-Phenomenon' is presented which
librium magneto-plasma-dynamic flows in electric is based on a 'run away Joule heating' mechanism
discharges, their stability and electrode erosion ef- of the current carrying plasma channel. This ex-

*Member AIAA planation is also in excellent agreement with the
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100 . . . . away heating is expressed by the fact that the ef-
a DT2 a fective (we r,)r,-value of the current channel should

80- * DT5 o not exceed a critical value (weTe)cri. In section 3
"tc the result of this criterion is compared to measu-

60- o , red onset conditions for the different thruster ty-

t. , pes. Finally in section 4 the consequence of this
0 40 ° .. * run-away heating effect on the stability behaviour
0o o . ** of the discharge will be discussed 12

20 oscillolion-onset

moss ow: 0.8 g/s Ar (DT2 10. anode gos) 1 CONSTRICTOR CONDITIONS
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Within the constrictor of a self magnetic MPD-
Current [ kA thruster the plasma conditions are characterized by

Fig. 2: Voltage vs. current curve for a mass flow an axial flow at Mach I and the fact that the Joule

rate of 0.8 g/s of argon heat input, due to the axial electric current which
primarily heats up the electron gas is balanced by
radial conduction heat flux of the electrons and by

18- o DT2 the energy transfer to the heavy particle compon-

* DT5 1 ents. Since the pressure in those devices is well
, S, * below 1 bar, one can neglect radiation losses and

u * .* moreover may assume that the rotationally symme-
.14- ,** ° "tric discharge column fills up the entire constrictor.

. 2 ** o If the pressure or the mass flow would become too
- 12- 0L high (arcjet conditions) the cold gas region between

v discharge column and constrictor wall, and hence
L- the axial convection effects in the transition regime
- moss 'Iow 08 g/s Ar (0T2 10 . onode gos) between outer arc column and cold gas should be

8 2 0 400 600 0 1bo0 12oo accounted for. The governing equation for the con-
strictor follows now by the energy equation of the

Specific Impulse [ s electrons as

Fig. 3: Thrust efficiency vs. specific impulse for a
mass flow rate of 0.8 g/s of argon j d dT3  - (rAe -)+ n,ae,(T, - T) (1)

v(i )a d' dr

experimentally found onset conditions and there-
fore worth mentioning. where j is the current density in axial direc-

tion, Te and T is the electron and heavy particle
It is based on the 'w re-dependency' of the elec- temperature respectively. The temperature of each

tron heatflux (,e,=cyclotron frequency of electrons, heavy particle type is taken to be the same. ne is
re=average collision time) and the fact that with the electron density and n, the density of the v'th
increasing W'er, a contraction and overheating of particle component. The transport coefficients like
the discharge channel may occur. Such a process the electric conductivity a, the heat conduction co-
consequently would lead to a'run away heating' ef- efficient A, and the transport exchange coeficient
feet and as shown elsewhere 13 to an instability of a,, follow according to kinetic theory 14, 15 by
the rotationally symmetrical channel configuration.
Based on this stability theory the new quasi stable
configuration of the constricted discharge channel a = r  e n e  CCT (2)
assumes a helical shape. 8 , 2 n Qevl m7ekT,

vL(e)

In the following it is first shown how the pro-
duct of cyclotron frequency and average collision nk 2T,(I+ . -. 9

time, were affects the radial heat flux within the A, = 1-F 2 Q '
constrictor of the MPD-thruster (section 1). Af- 3(,) (3)
terwards in section 2 the most effective w7r,-value s cAT,
within the current carrying plasma channel will he
related to the overall quantities as for example the
electric current I and the mass flow rate ml. Based 2 k
on this relation the requirement for avoiding run 8 -, = 8 Q-m, + m (4)

2
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Herein the collision cross-section, Qe, between one and three. Herein the factor 2o turns out to

electrons and z,-times charged ions are given by the be a function of the grade n of the current density

Gvosdover cross-section in the form paraboloid. In Table 1 To is given for various
values of n.

Qe z,e 2  21n 1 + 144w2n .23j+}
S-fokTe 64r Table 1: Io(n)

(5) n= 1 1.5 2 3 4 10 100

In the above formula e is the unit electric o1 = 1.297 1.246 1.185 1.149 1.070 1.008

charge, k the Boltzmann constant, Eo the dielectric The dimensionless factor Zo
constant, me the electron mass and mv the mass of

a particle of the component v. 'The coefficients co
and cA in equations (2) and (3) respectively turn The factor 7 depends on the type of gas and is

out to be only slowly varying functions of Te and a dimensionless, slowly varying function of Te and

the pressure p, and depend somewhat on the type the pressure p, or of -- and p within the constrictor.

of gas. This dependency is accounted for in the fol- For a hydrogen plasma 7 may be approximated by

lowing solution of equation (1).

Now, within the discharge the conduction heat - 0.191 I - - 0.0586 In ( (10)
flux of the heavy particle components is approxi- r 5

mately a factor - smaller than that of the elec- and for an argon plasma by 16

trons. One can therefore propose that within the
downstream area of the constrictor the heavy par- 0.853

tides assume the temperature of the directly Joule A %

heated electrons. Consequently the second term on 1 - 0.00189 [1 - 0.22 In ( )] o -)

the right side of equation (1) may be neglected. The (11)

solution of the remaining equation yields the folio- Here -' must be taken in [A] and p in [Pa].

wing electron temperature profile: Both relations, eq.(10) and eq.(ll) are valid within

a pressure range of 103Pa < p < 10 5 Pa and an

T, = T ( -range of 5 - 104 A < < 5 105 A provi-
Tr M- r,- M'

(6) ded the maximum temperature, T, stays within the

( (n+ [ 4 6(.)l lower and upper limit of 15000 K and 40000 K, re-
1 - n t-/ ( spectively. The tolerated error within these ranges

where is then less than ±5%.

i 2 The dimensionless temperature profile accor-

T' = 1.513 102 Ioo ) (7) ding to eq.(6) is now plotted for various current
r  densities or 'grades n' in Fig.4. As can be seen

is the maximum electron temperature at the the temperature profile varies only slightly with n,

center line in degree Kelvin if -L is given in ["]. a fact that justifies the method of solving the con-

I stands for the electric current which is transpor- strictor condition, i.e. by modeling the current den-

ted through the plasma column of radius r,. This sity across the constrictor area.

column radius is taken to be identical to the con-

strictor radius. The temperature profile according So far the derived temperature profile was cal-

to eq.(6) and eq.(7) has been derived as a solution culated on the assumption that no magnetic field ef-

of eq.(l) by modeling the current density j through fects are present or of importance. As it is known,

a paraboloid of grade n. however, within and around the current carrying

arc column a self magnetic field or induction field B

j - r ( - ~ (8) is induced pointing in the azimuthal or 0-direction

r (see Fig.5). Based on the current density profile

where the maximum current density follows by of eq.(8) with eq.(9) the radial dependency of this

the relation azimuthal magnetic induction field is given by

n+2 I
n r'2B (9) I= Be - B(r) = jrdr

o (12)
The product of the two factors 1 o and I in _ _ 2 r 12"

eq.(7) are a dimensionless number between about 2 c n r, .

3
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directly proportional to the magnetic induction
1 0 n = 100 field B, and the average collision time as gas kinetic

-' n = 4 expression given by 16
0.8 n = 1.5

0 2 coefficient therefore becomes a tensor given by

00---- A= A,
00 0.2 0.4 0 6 08 1.0 1.2

ainw.T. I-cos wr. B I -cosw. B

r / r W
W. 7. " T

(15)

I- cc* ,T. B. sinW7, 1 - cosm . r, B,
Fig. 4: Temperature Profile for different Grades n WT. B Wme . l W' B

of the Current Density Paraboloids within the Arc b-cosw r B -cow.r, B sinw..
Core . W,' (15)

where now B. = 0, By = -B, B = 0 and
Sw eB = = - for i=e. Since within the con-

strictor only a radial temperature gradient - i.e.
Sparallel to the x-direction (see Fig.5) - is present

the conduction heat flux vector, qe, of the electrons

now becomes

sin w, r_ 1 - cosere., d
(h-) e nw g q=-Ur ----- u: -T,- w-re We. e dr

( 16 )
B ." where ir and i are the unit vectors in the r-

Cathode. ..' / and z-direction, respectively. If the self magnetic
field (B - were 0 0) is accounted for, the heat flux

Constr;ctor vector not only has a radial component but also an
axial one. However, this axial heat flux does not

() lead to a net heat loss within the constrictor since,
"what flows axially out flows axially in". Yet, the
radial heat flux would lead to a net. heat loss if itFig. 5: Illustration of the Self Magnetic Field within radial heatlux would lead to a net heat loss if it

a Plasma Thruster were not steadily compensated by Joule heating.
This radial heat flux now depends on the magnetic
field and/or on the product of cyclotron frequency

according to the first Maxwell equation in the and the average collision time, wre, according to
integral form. the factor

As a consequence of this azimuthal magnetic sinw,r (w re) 2  (were) 4

field which is normal with respect to the radial tem- - ; - + .. (17)
perature and density gradients, the radial heat flux 120

especially that due to electrons will be affected. Ba- For very small were-values (w,re < 0.1) this
sed on a rigorous gas kinetic perturbation approach factor differs only by a negligible amount (-0.002)
which takes into account such a magnetic field 16 17, from one. The magnetic field effect can therefore
it can be shown that the heat conduction coefficient be neglected as long as wre < 0.1. If, however,
as given by eq.(3) must be corrected by a tensorial wr exceeds a critical value. (Wer,)crit(> 0.1), this
factor which depends on the product of the cyclo- factor eq.(17) becomes noticeably smaller than one
tron frequency we and the average collision time of and the magnetic field effect on the radial heat con-
an electron re. Now it is duction of the electrons must be accounted for. As

one may realize, a noticeable reduction of the ra-
eB dial heat conduction consequently leads to a tem-

w - (13)m, perature increase within the core of the discharge

4
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channel. 2 Calculation of (uWe~e)rM

Since now the self magnetic field B(r) and the In order to relate the dimensionless product, cyclo-
electron cyclotron frequency w, have a maximum at tron frequency times average collision time, were,
a given radius rM, according to (see eq.( 12)) the the overall quantities, as for example the arc current
optimization rule I, mass flow rate the and the constrictor radius re,

one first calculates we at the radius rm, where the

dB(r) de_ particles experience the maximum magnetic field.

dr dr =  If in eq.(12) the free variable r is replaced by rM of
eq.(18) one obtains

The electrons experience the strongest magne-
tic field and have the highest cyclotron frequency,
we at a radius of we, ma B = B(rM) = e ( )

= .e P <t. TL(In 2 - m. 2w r,

rM = rc l+) (18) (19)
Sn + where 13 is a function of the grade n of the

Therefore inside a radius of about rM the heat paraboloid which varies between about 1.1 and 1.0

conduction losses will decrease at first and simulta- if n changes from 1.5 to 100 respectively. Secondly

neously increase the temperature. However, with the collision time according to eq.(14) can now be

increasing temperature the collision frequency of written as

the electrons (see eq. (14)) rises to such an extent
that were increases even further and the conduction 3 I 1
heat loss of the electrons are almost turned off. The
consequence is a run-away heating within the chan- n 1

. +2 ,
nel core (r < rM) until a new balanced condition is r(e)
achieved. This new condition may be characterized (20)

by the fact that the radial conduction loss due to where Qee follows by the Grosdover cross sec-

electrons ceases (were = r) or is negligible and that tion with z, = ze = -1. In the denomina-

the Joule heat. put into the electrons is balanced tor of eq.(20) the sum with the terms proportio-

by the energy transfer to the heavy particles. This nal to M next to one can now be neglected.
energy is then compensated by the heat conduction

loss of the heavy particles. The new temperature (meT, < m ,T ; < 1 as long as one does

profile should therefore be determined by the much not consider plasmas of a low degree of ionization,

smaller heat conduction losses of the heavy partic- i.e. low temperatures < 10000K). Together with

les than by the classical electron conduction los- eq.(5) one therefore obtains

ses. Nevertheless, based on this discussion it may

be concluded that if were taken at a radius of rA 2 4 Eo2 -
exceeds a critical value of (weT)cri > 0.1, the ter- r, (kTe)5 (21)
perature profile should increase in the core region In Il + 72 2  -J J n 4  (21)n

(r < rM) and decrease outside (r > rm), causing a

contraction of the discharge cross section (see Fig.6) By means of the definition of the degree of io-

nization

1 I I I I / I Z ,

.e (=e) (22)

Temp eroture Te f) v(e)

- and the pressure relation
Profile ~

e "-e> 0C1 p= nkT+nekT (23)
7 Te C).r c re T 0.1 

v ^

\\ \ \ The electron density can be expressed by

a p
- (24)

Fig. 6: Illustruation of the w, re-effect on the ten- 1 +a kT,
perature profile if constrictor conditions with T( ; T are as-

sunied. On replacing the electron density ne in

5.
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eq.(21) by eq.(24), the average collision time fol- At lower templratures, Te(rM) = 1 Te, and
lows as a function of 7T and p. higher pressures the degree of ionization may be-

come fairly small (o <K 1) such that fwould become
S= 24,f 2 quite large. This range, however, is not of interest

n 1+72 - (25) here and would result in wrong f-values since the

.+n fn; (k T. electron-atom collisions were neglected in re and the
o T P transport coefficients. The formula of (30) should

therefore only be used for a > 0.6.
3.80 10-' 1  1 + T (26)~ (26)

in 5.705103 , '( ) a p It should be remarked here that eq.(29) has
o\p been derived under the assumption that the ra-

dial heat conduction is still not noticeably affec-
The electron temperature T, is a function of r ted by the were-effects, i.e. the factor s with

(see eq.(6)) and so is the collision time 7, = r,(r). which the radial conduction heat flux sehould be
Since here one is interested in re(rM), T in eq.(25) multiplied was simply assumed to be approxima-
has to be replaced by (see eq.( 18)) tely equal to one (see previous section). Now for

(WeTe)rM = 0.25 the relative error in the heat

{ (n+2)(+3) flux calculation amounts to only 1% and even for
Te(rM) e - )(n+4) (27) (wer,)rM = 0.75 it is less than 10%. It may there-

fore be concluded that if (w re),r stays somewhat
= TI 2  below about 0.75, eq.(29) can be applied to deter-

The factor 12 is tabulated for various grades n mine (wjee)rM. On the other hand the (were)rs-
of the current, density paraboloid in Table 2 value calculated according to eq.(29) should never

exceed a critical value, (WeTe)crit(< 0.75) in order
to avoid run-away heating and sudden temperature
and current density concentration towards the cen-

Table 2: 2I(n) (see eq.(26))T e1.5 2 3 4 10 10 ter line of the constrictor. The criterion that the
n= 1.5 2 3 4 10 100

I2 = 0.701 0.680 0.646 0.619 0.522 0.292 radial heat loss is not noticeably affected by the self
magnetic field of the discharge channel, now follows

Table for the dimensionless factor I by

Te in eq.(26) is now replaced by eq.(27) and ("^ < (Weje)rit (31)

together with eq.(7) one obtains where the left side can be calculated according
to eq.(29) and the critical value on the right hand
side is a number which should be expected within

1.07 • 10-12(210o) 1 + a 1 the lower and upper limit of about 0.25 and 0.75,

In 5.705 10(-3 I+Lo) a pr, respectively. As previously shown the radial con-
o P T J duction loss within these limits decreases by 1% to

(28) 10% which can be expected as the likely range for
where a, the degree of ionization depends on the onset of the run- away heating process. Below

the type of gas and is a function ofTe(rrA) (= ZIT,) 1%9. the (wer,)-effect may be expected to be negli-
and p or I and p. Hence the product of cyclotron gible. Above 10% it should be evident. Instead
frequency and the average collision time of the elec- of relating (Wer, )r,, to the pressure p as given in
trons at the radius rM follows according to eqs.(13) eq.(29), p may be replaced by the mass flow rate.
and (28) by ii of the thruster Provided that the discharge fills

2 the entire cross section of the constrictor (7rr 2 ) the

(we e)rm = 3.76 - 10- (29) mass flow rate is obtained by

Herein the p must be taken in Pascal, I in = 2/ ir d
S= 2 prdr (32)

Ampre and re in meter in order to obtain (W Tere)rM,
dimensionless. The factor f is of the order one, de- 0

pending on the type of gas and is a slowly varying where p is the local density given by the rela-

function of n,p and T, or of n,p and J-. It is tion (see also eq. (23))
rc

p - (33)
f3(1210) 1 + 0 (1 + a) -T

f = (30)
in 5.7052 ,(, L T where AlM is the atomic weight of the propel-

{ - o 7 r / lant, R is the universal gas constant and T(= Te) is

6
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the temperature of the heavy particles and within --
the constrictor set equal to the electron tempera-
ture. The velocity t can he replaced by the local

speed of sound under isothermal conditions and fol-

lows as = p -

r= i= (1+a)-) Ti (31)

Hence, the axial mass flow through the con- -,--

stricter can be calculated by

r, = 27r rdr (35) Fig. 7: The factor f" = f for hydrogen as a func-

(1 + o) tion of with p as a parameter

Neglecting the magnetic pinch effect - which is

indeed allowed here - one obtains with n=4 for th,

nlass flow rate

, Ilo 1.15
Air, 1.15 r(36) 

O °  I
7| = - -_)

where 6 is an average degree of ionizatnii ------ ,

which can be approximated by QfI(rM )]. If in

eq.(29) the pressure p is now replaced according to
the above relation of eq.(3G). and T = 7T by eq.(7).

one obtains

1 , I ( A -'m ]

I -

( ,r ),, = 1.21 1('" ' - (37) Fig. 8: The factor f = f, for argon as a function

of -L with p as a parameter
Herein I must be taken in [A]. the mass flow

rate i) in [kg/s] and tli arc constrictor radius r inI

[mi] in order to obtain (', r ),,, dim iiensionless. Tlie

factor f' is related to f by

(,rj ,, ~ 0.50 - lo-"'10 0 .-r (39)
f 

m
(3

f" = (38)
VJ I + no This approximate formula shows that the num-

where for n 14 tlie relation must be conside. Ier (w,7,),,, is primarily proportional to the j-

red as an approximation. f' now is a slowly varying tl power of the current and inversely proportio-

funct ion of T, and p or of and p. or of I and b, nal to the mass flow through the discharge channel.
In io of _III(] and I -a os r,

according to eq.(36). In Fig 7 and Fig.8 the factor With increasing channel or constrictor radius re.

f" is plotted for hydrogen (fi ) and for argon ( . (,. (r), , should also slowly increase: however, this

resplctively, as a function of i wihll tie pressur, effect is very weak since the rc- dependency is only

as a parameter for n=4. On. can see that within proportional to the k-th power. The atomic weight

the ranges of interest (2. ( 10"A < -L 4 - -A: dependency is proportional to the square root since

a < p < 14P) fr bh p an f vari within the discharge channel the molecules are dis-
0/'dP < p < 10 Pa) for both propellants f* varies -i

sociated. For hydrogen as a propellant Ano = 1 008
onlv very little and that within these ranges f* can sociated. or hydrogen as a propellant 1.008

be approximated by a constait of about 0.40 will and for argon M0 = 40.

an error of about ±0.04 for hydrognii and about

±0.06 for argon. Hlence it is a fair aplroxiiiiation 3 COMPARISON WITH

to replace (f') within eq.(37) by 0.4(. The pro- EXPERIMENT
duct of average cyclotroni freqiicy and electron col-

lision time at the radius rM oftlle discharge channl As mentioned above the imagneto-plalsma-dynamic

where the self magnetic fieldl IHcomes a maxinmumi thruster reaches an unstable mode at high power

therefore follows bv levels. The experiments show that voltage versus
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current curve rises steeply above a certain current
and that somewhat above this threshold voltage
fluctuations occur the amplitudes of which increase 1.21 i O-r1.21 - 10-- * -Ar- < (WeTe,),rit (40)dramatically until the thruster becomes irreversibly mc
damaged. The 'onset current' (Icr) is now taken
as that current at which the voltage noise becomes with (were)cra-values of 0.5 and 0.75. The re-
noticeable but at which the thruster is still not irre- suits of these calculations are plotted as lines for the
versibly damaged. The experiments are described DT-2 and DT-5 thrusters with argon as propellant
elsewhere18 . The measured onset conditions so far in Fig.9 and Fig.10, respectively. Herein the factor

are plotted in Table 3. Regarding the DT-2 thru- fi was determined for n=4 by accounting for the

ster with a constrictor diameter of 24mm the onset weak dependency of rm and . One can see that
conditions are covered between a mass flow rate of the measured points lie below the upper curve with
0.3 g/s and 1.5 g/s and are best known for argon as (WeTe)cri = 0.75 as could be expected and that the

propellant. In the case of the DT-5-thruster with functional dependency of the onset condition for ar-

a constrictor diameter of 30mm, only two currents gon, given by
at. a mass flow rate of 0.8 and 1.6 g/s have been
measured with argon as propellant. r -- = 1.95. A (4

r .- - 1.95 - 109 (41)
m [ kg/s J

are within the accuracy of experiment and
Table 3: List of Available Onset Conditions for Dif- theory (< 10%) for both thruster types. According
ferent Thruster Tteypes. Aferent Thruster Types. to this half empirical relation (eq.(41)) (w,r,)crit

Type of Propel- Mass Flow Onset should be set equal to 0.62. In the case of the DT-2Thruster lant Rate CurrentThrster lant Rate Current thruster with hydrogen as propellant the measured
diameter) onset point is well below the theoretically expected

0.3 2700 value according to eq. (40) with (wr,)cri, < 0.75

DT-2 0.6 3800 and even below 0.62. However, this descrepancy

(24mm) argon 0.8 4500 can be easily explained by the fact that the vo-

1.0 4800 lume flow within the constrictor is far stronger for

1.5 6000 hydrogen than for argon, even if the mass flow is
DT-5 argon 0.8 4300 smaller for hydrogen. The consequence of this high

(30mm) 1.6 6400 volume flow is that the discharge channel does not
DT-2 (24mm) hydrogen 0.15 1400 fill up the cross section of the constrictor and thus

a portion of the mass flow does not stream through

These measurcincnts ar- subtle since only a mi- the discharge, but rather as a cold gas layer bet-

nor current increase beyond this onset can lead to a ween discharge and constrictor wall through the

failure and total damage of the thruster. Especially nozzle throat. Since according to theory h.h is the

at higher critical currents and mass flow rates one mass flow through the discharge channel and since

has to be extremely carefull to avoid local overhea- it was assumed that the discharge channel fills up
ting of the anode. the whole of the constrictor, the measured rh beco-

mes too large and therefore leads falsely to a much

More recent measurements with a CCD- too small critical value of (Were)rit - 0.064. Ne-

camera which allows exposure times of 100 ns indi- vertheless, this hydrogen measurement shows also

cate that near onset conditions the discharge cannot that the initiation of the instability can be caused

be considered being rotational symmetric filling out by the run-away heating mechanism.

the entire discharge chamber or nozzle of the thru-
ster, but rather assumes a more confined channel
configuration which moves around rapidly. On in- 4 STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
creasing the current only by a small amount above
onset the anode attatchment tends to stick more The previous sections have shown that 'onset' can
and more to a local point thereby overheating and be quantitatively explained by a dramatic decay of
irreversibly damaging the anode at a confined spot. the radial heat conduction loss of the electrons cau-

sed by the azimuthal self magnetic field. When the
For the sake of comparison of the experiments product of cyclotron frequency and average colli-

with the analysis for both thruster types (DT-2 and sion time of the electrons exceeds a critical value
DT-5) the onset conditions - Icr, as a function of h ((wTre),., 0.6) a noticeable quenching of the heat
- following from eq.(32) and eq.(37) were calculated conduction occurs leading to an electron tempe-
according to the requirement rature increase within the center of the discharge

8
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8 DT2 proper instability. So far only a straight rotational
constrictor diameter 24 mm symmetric discharge configuration within the con-

strictor has been considered. However, when the
i- - - onset occurs, a constricted discharge channel will

Salso continue downstream into the diverging nozzle

4- -o. section where rotational symmetry can no longer
Xa be expected. Now in order to determine the new

- 'onset' channel configuration from the constrictor
2- downwards to the anode ring a previously develo-

ped theory on arc stability 2' 13 will be applied. Ac-

0 cording to this theory the configuration of a current
0.0 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 carrying plasma channel is only a stable one if a)

S[ g/s ] the sum of all transverse acting forces per unit chan-
nel length (C±) is zero along the entire length of the

Fig. 9: Critical current as a function of the mass discharge axis and b) if for any deviation (6) of such
flow rate (DT-2) a balanced configuration a resultant force )i. $ 0

is initiated pointing in the opposite direction of the

8 DT5 deviation, i.e. tends to bring the channel into its
constrictor diameter: 30 mm original balanced state. For the problem conside-

0 red here, this force accounting for all body- and
S6- (. 0.75 surface forces ( e.g. magnetic forces caused by the

(\ur), = 0.75
< self magnetic field, friction, convection and pres-

4 (t - 0.s5 sure effects and if necessary coriolis and centrifugal

Sforces) follows as

2- ± = {( [1 + f(n)]

0 c___ f dA (42)

0.0 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 R- C - d ,y ) J 2

m [ g/s ]
Assuming now that the axial speed within the

Fig. 10: Critical current as a func ion of the mass Joule heated channel reaches the speed of sound,
flow rate (DT-5) the ratio of axial impulse transport and the axial

mass transport [see also eq.(36)] can be approxima-

ted by
channel and therefore to a constriction of the elec-

trically conducting channel. This run-away heating f pvidA
process in the discharge core proceeds until a new, A, 0.87 T(1 + a) (43)
energetically balanced discharge channel will have f pv: dA - Mo
adjusted itself. This new adjustment is characteri- Ac

zed by the fact that now the Joule heat is balanced Now, R in eq.(42)is the local radius of curva-
by the heat conduction loss of the heavy particles. ture (see Fig ), the vector pointing to the cen-

Since the conduction coefficient due to theheter of curvature in the x-direction, f(n) is a slowly
particles is smaller by a factor of Vt io than varying function of the grade n and is approxima-
that of the electrons without wcr-effect, the radial tely equal to 0.8 and is the velocity of the chan-
temperature slope should steepen and consequently nel in the y-direction, i.e. normal to the axis (z-
lead to a temperature increase in the discharge n l to
channel core. This concentration of the discharge direction) and normal to .

The quantity R- is a measure of the channel
channel now causes a portion of the gaseous pro- T , se , e n

'twist and can be positive or negative depending
pellant to stream around the core and not through i ii r i
the actual current carrying channel. The ass flow on a right or left turn helical shape of the discharge
the actual current carrying channel. The mass fow

channel, respectively. It is
i flowing through the discharge therefore decrea-

ses when the w Tre- effect, sets in. [((w er, )r, 0.6)] d- sin 3
R = (44)

ds cos" /
Now it shall be shown that this transition from

a high to a low heat conduction or from a larger to a with 0 < 3 < 1 (see Fig.12).

lower mass flow ti7h and/or from a chamber filling to If in eq. (42) T(= Te) is now replaced accor-

a more constricted discharge channel initiates the ding to eq.(7) the following relation for the trans-

9
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direction of electric current 1.95 - 109 [- (see eq.(41)) and even beyond

2.1 - 109V/'5-4 l Am- (see eq.(45)) it has to

be discussed if a straight or if any curved discharge
Schannel configuration can be stable at all between

channel axis the cathode and the anode ring. Based on the for-
mula for g1 (eq.(45)) the following three cases have

R  to be considered:

(a) < r
' centre of curvature (b) - 2.1 -109"O'/vF A/'

\ (R = radius of curvature) (c) >

(46)

channel bound systam ( y x ) In case (a) the force ±j. points into the nega-

tive R- direction. If an anchored discharge chan-
Fig. 11: Arbitrarily shaped discharge channel con- nel experiences any small deviation (6 ~ R; see
figuration Fig.13), the force -j. tends to straighten the co-

lumn. In this case, therefore, a straight discharge

i disturbed
'-- '' - channel

C.-f.o , .'
Curotu\

Fig. 12: Helically shaped discharge channel

verse force for argon with n=4 is obtained after
some rearangenients

Cathode straiqht channel

L = [1 + f(()],, () Fig. 13: Illustration of a straight and disturbed an-

S2.ichored discharge channel
.{ -. 1 io°^i/ r (45)

channel is stable. Within the diverging part of the

+1.1 107', (rf) ) nozzle the channel must be curved, however, in or-
der to reach the anode ring. The radius of curva-

Herein I must be taken in [A], r, and R in [m], ture becomes finite, and in order to fulfill the re-
7i,7 in [kg/s] and ,cy in [m/s]. The plus sign of the quirement, '. = 0, the brace expression of eq.(45)

ratio is valid for a right turn helix while must be zero or the channel must be positively twi-
os / sted if vc, > 0, i.e. assumes a somewhat right turn

tlie minus sign is valid for a left turn h xlix . .helically shaped configuration within the diverging

Sn t d f u t c o part of the nozzle (see Fig. 14). Correspondingly,
If now the discharge fills up the chamber of . ,

the thruster, the transverse force i hbecomes zero if ),y < 0, the channel should assume a left turn
or a straight dischare as R . I now te helical configuration. In any one of the two confi-

for a straight discharge axis R - x. If now the
discharge axis should coiiicide with ihe center line gurations, however, the velocity vy is unequal zero

of the t r, af s t and therefore the converging helix and the anode
of the thruster, any deviation off Ithe straight con- s t r i.

attachment should turn around thereby avoiding afiguration becomes meaningless since the discharge locl og t anode ring.
local overheating of the anode ring.channel is 'anchored' at the cathodf tip and fixed

by tlie chamber walls .
If, however, case (b) is reached, no twisted

If, however, run a ,y h g sets iI channel is necessary in order to obtain i = 0 and
If, however, run awav heIt iiig sets in .

, a, to t of can be zero. This means that the anode at-
and, according to thc concentraition of the -Y

i tachinent sticks at a point and damages the anode
discharge, the expression m in r, ;ses beyond locally by overheating which can indeed be obser-

10
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damaging the anode irreversibly by local overhea-

ting. By further increasing the characteristic quan-

Thuster Contour \ itvy -,. the helix starts to turn again (now in the
Sruste cor ,opposite direction than before ). Since under these

extreme conditions a straight discharge channel is

'::.- r unstable, plasma fluctuations near the cathode and

1 __ . within the constrictor should arise which may now

S\ damage the inner thruster walls.

Cathode Flow o
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